
SUNDAY 12th APRIL 2015 

M.A.HART CUP COMPETITIONS ROUND UP        

 

After three successive semi final defeats in the major M.A.Hart Cup competitions, Priory 

Quays finally came up trumps with a 3-2 triumph over Patricks in an epic M.A.HART 

ROBBINS CUP semi final.   Priory opened the scoring just after the interval when Max Crow’s 

fierce shot cannoned off the near post and rocketed into the net via Patricks defender Steve 

Gilbert.   Sam Carter equalised for Patricks who then were reduced to ten men when Chris 

Payne was dismissed after receiving a second yellow card.   Chris Burden restored Priory’s 

lead with a stunning long range effort which was matched by Phil Midson’s blistering effort 

from all of 40 yards that put Patricks on terms again.    The winning goal came ten minutes 

from time with Aaron Atkinson steering the ball beyond the ‘keeper from twelve yards. 

Stanley Elad and Max Penn struck for Magdon Scaffolding in the other semi final but Division 

Two champions Pilot were 6-2 winners with John Webb and Jamie O’Hara bagging two each 

and the other goals coming via George Webb and an own goal. 

 

 

HAYWARD SUNDAY LEAGUE ROUND UP 

 

Victoria Cross netted through Shane Barney, Luke Pidgley, and a couple of goals from Aaron 

Carrivick but their hopes of closing the gap on HAYWARD SUNDAY PREMIER LEAGUE 

leaders Patricks were dashed when Vienna Manor surprised them 5-4 thanks to Jamie 

Szoboczki’s hat-trick and further goals from Roger Gosby and Jason Cliffe. 

 

Tavla Spor had led the way in DIVISION ONE throughout the season but Central Bar 

snatched the title from their grasp on goal difference when Leighton Speechley-Price, Shane 

Waterman, and Danny Taylor ensured a 3-1 victory against AFC Burton who replied through 

Tom Easom. 

 

Leading marksman Carl Fleet struck twice when DIVISION THREE champions Ensbury Park 

Rangers finished thirteen points ahead of their nearest rivals after their 4-2 success against 

Poole Wanderers.   Chris Billam-Smith and James Keith were also on target for Rangers who, 

had it not been for one drawn game, would have finished the season with an unblemished 

league record.    Dave Warrington and Scott Burbidge were the Wanderers scorers. 

 



Rushmere netted through Adam Richards but DIVISION FOUR leaders Throop United 

shaded it 2-1 with goals from Adam Louka and Sam Rea while unbeaten championship rivals 

Abbey remain eleven points behind with three games in hand after upending AFC Dean Park 

5-0 thanks to Lewis Crumpler, Gary Vincent, Jack Holland, and a couple of goals from Gary 

Shears. 

Meanwhile, at the other end of the table, Chris Williams’ strike for ARC Cleaning was not 

quite enough to save them from a 2-1 defeat against James & James whose goals came via 

Teddy Hills and a Scott Grieve penalty. 

 

Ryan Bailey netted for Screenfix but the DIVISION SIX runners up crashed to a 4-1 defeat 

against third placed JP Morgan who ended their run of three successive losses courtesy of 

Jack McGann, Eddie Stevenson, and a couple of goals from Dean Brophy. 

Mike Copson and Ayrton White scored for AFC Wimborne but AFC Burton Reserves had the 

edge 3-2 thanks to Drew Underwood and a couple of goals from Harry Fry. 

 

M.A.Hart Nicholas Read Cup winners Ferndown Wayfarers remain on course for the 

DIVISION SEVEN title when Kyle Graham scored both goals to subdue championship rivals 

AFC Fiveways 2-1.   Alistair Paton was the Fiveways scorer. 

Tom Chambers and Ben Small netted for Southcoast but Pilot Reserves had the upper hand 

4-2 with Damian Mudge and Aaron Woldan grabbing two each. 

 

 

DORSET SUNDAY JUNIOR CUP FINAL 

Andy Rigler’s strike for Branksome Liberal was to no avail when The Railway Hotel just got 

the better of them 2-1 in the  DORSET SUNDAY JUNIOR CUP FINAL. 

 

 

M. A. HART IN-EXCESS CUP FINAL 

The M.A.HART IN-EXCESS CUP FINAL   Sponsored by IN-EXCESS 

Thursday 16th April 2015     at  Hurn Bridge      kick off 7:30pm 

KINSON CON        v        TALBOT RANGERS 


